Abstract. A simple proof of concentration of mass equal to 8π for blowing up either radial or N -symmetric solutions of Keller-Segel model of chemotaxis in two dimensions is given. Moreover, a criterion for blowup of solutions in terms of the radial concentrations, related to suitable Morrey spaces norms, is derived for solutions of chemotaxis in several dimensions. This is, in a sense, complementary to the condition guaranteeing the global-in-time existence of solutions.
Introduction
We consider in this paper the classical Keller-Segel model of chemotaxis in d ≥ 2 space dimensions u t − ∆u + ∇ · (u∇v) = 0, (1.1) ∆v + u = 0, (1.2) supplemented with the initial condition (1.3) u(x, 0) = u 0 (x) ≥ 0.
Here for (x, t) ∈ R d × [0, T ), the function u = u(x, t) ≥ 0 denotes the density of the population of microorganisms, v = v(x, t) -the density of the chemical secreted by themselves that attracts them and makes them to aggregate.
As it is well known, cf. e.g. [7, 1] , mass of the initial condition
is the critical quantity for the global-in-time existence of nonnegative solutions in the two-dimensional case. Namely, if M ≤ 8π, then solutions of (1.1)-(1.3) (with u 0 -a finite nonnegative measure) exist for all t ≥ 0. For the local-in-time existence, it should be assumed that all the atoms of the measure u 0 are of mass less than 8π. When M > 8π, nonnegative solutions blow up in a finite time, and for radially symmetric solutions mass equal to 8π concentrates at the origin at the blowup time, see [12, Ch. 11] , [4] . The multidimensional case is different: there are solutions of the chemotaxis system with arbitrarily small M > 0 that cease to exist after a finite time elapsed, see for instance [3] , [8] , [5] .
Global-in-time solutions of the chemotaxis system have been constructed in various functional spaces (including, e.g., finite Radon measures if d = 2, and Lebesgue cf. for instance [1] , [2] , [9] , under smallness conditions on norms of u 0 in a relevant space which is critical for (1.1)-(1.2) in the sense of the same scaling property of solutions and norms.
First, we show in the present work that the radial concentration of (radial) data
is a critical quantity for the finite time blowup of solutions of (1.1)-(1.3). This result seems be new for d ≥ 3 although related criteria appeared in, e.g., [3] and [5] . They have been, however, formulated in terms of "global quantities" like the second moment |x| 2 u 0 (x) dx while (1.5) is a local quantity, and its definition does not require supplementary properties of u 0 like |x| 2 u 0 (x) dx < ∞.
The proof of our first result on the occurrence of radially symmetric blowup do not involve "global quantities", and is astonishingly simple (cf. [6] for the general, nonradial case if d = 2), so for Proposition 1.7 we assume u 0 (x) = u 0 (y) whenever |x| = |y|.
We recall here that the homogeneous Morrey space
defined as the set of all locally integrable functions f that satisfy
|f (y)| dy < ∞.
Of course, for p = d/2, the norm in M d/2 (relevant to the theory of existence of local-in-time solutions) dominates the radial concentration (1.5): Next, we limit ourselves to problem (1.1)-(1.3) on the plane. Our second result is the concentration at the origin of mass equal exactly to 8π for some solutions of the chemotaxis system (1.1)-(1.2). The result is known but our proof is much simpler than existing ones, cf. [12, Ch. 11], [4] (in the radial setting). Our proof for radially symmetric solutions extends to the case of N -symmetric solutions with sufficiently large N , i.e. those with the initial data satisfying u 0 ze 
with the natural identification R 2 ∋ x ↔ z ∈ C. Let u(x, t), t < T b , be a classical solution of the problem (1.1)-(1.3) (by the uniqueness of solutions, it is N -symmetric for each t) which cannot be continued past the blowup time t = T b . If N is sufficiently large (so that M/N is small enough), then lim sup
This, together with the local-in-time existence of solutions for u 0 -a finite Radon measure whose atoms are < 8π, see [1, 7] , leads to the result on blowup with concentration of mass equal to 8π.
Remark. The authors of [11] suggested how to construct solutions of the KellerSegel system that blow up with the quantized concentration of mass M = 16π. Of course, in view of Theorem 1.2, their data cannot be N -symmetric with large N .
Notation. The integrals with no integration limits are understood as over the whole space
. The letter C denotes various constants which may vary from line to line but they are independent of solutions. As usual, σ d denotes the area of the unit sphere in R d .
Proof of blowup of radial solutions
We begin with two elementary observations which will be used in the proof of Theorem 1.7.
be a radially symmetric function, and
Proof Denote R = |x|. By the Gauss formula, we have for the distribution function
Thus, for the radial function ∇v(x) · x |x| we obtain the identity
Proof Since ω is radial, it satisfies for |x| = R the equality ω(x) =
Thus, using the polar coordinates, we obtain
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will derive a differential inequality for the quantity
with the scaled weight function
The function ψ ∈ C 1 (R d ) has piecewise continuous and bounded second derivatives:
Note that ψ satisfies the relation
which is seen from the elementary inequality for the quadratic polynomial
Now, using equation (1.1), integrations by parts and applying relations (2.2)-
Thus, by Lemma 2.1, we get
Hence, applying Lemma 2.2 to the radial function ω(x) = ψ R (x)u(x, t) we obtain
Thus, as a consequence of inequality (2.6), we arrive at
Now, it is clear that if
Since the right-hand side is an increasing function of w R , we have
As a consequence, the function w R (t) becomes greater than M = u(x, t) dx in a finite time which is a contradiction with the existence of nonnegative, mass conserving solutions. u(x, t) dx ≥ ε exp(−Ct),
where C = C(M, δ) depends only on M , δ.
Proof of Lemma 3.1. For the radially symmetric case, see (2.7) with R = 1.
In the general case, we consider the following property (3.1) related to a uniform estimate of the blowup time in terms of mass, called I ε :
Any solution to the system (1.1)-(1.3) such that
blows up not later than the time T (M, ε).
Observe that if ε = M − 8π, then I ε holds either by the standard second moment argument or by the reasoning in [6] . Our aim is to prove that if the property I ε0 holds then also I ε0(1− σ 2 ) holds, with σ uniformly bounded from below on compact subsets of the interval (0, M − 8π] ∋ ε 0 . We will use the following elementary inequalities for the weight function ψ 1
valid for some constant B ≥ 1 and all x, y ∈ R 2 .
Given small constant σ > 0 we define γ Then, using (3.2), for σ = 1 2 we get w 1 (0) ≥ 8π + 1 2 ε. Indeed, we have
Next, we will use the following
and that for all t ≤ T (3.8)
Then, for all t ≤ T the inequality u(x, t)u(y, t)
, and again by (3.4) since δ 1 < 1
Moreover, by (3.3) and similar elementary calculations {|y|≤δ1} {|x|≤δ1}
u(x, t)u(y, t)
Hence we obtain
as long as w 1 (t) is increasing. Lemma follows now by (3.7).
We continue the proof of Lemma 3.1. Take γ .5)), where σ is given by (3.14) below, and assume (3.5). Then, again by (3.6) we have w 1 (0) ≥ 8π + ε(1 − σ). By the Lemma 3.3 we obtain the existence of a moment of time
Indeed, by Lemma w 1 (t) is increasing for t ≤ T 1 , we also have
Assume now that we have
Then, by (3.11) we have
if we define σ and γ σ by (3.14). So, applying I ε(1+σ) recurrence statement to the rescaled solution D For the remaining case
we observe that by (3.11) and
if σ and consequently γ σ are chosen such that (3.14)
Applying again I ε(1+σ) recurrence statement we get Lemma 3.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Fix 0 < δ < R < ∞, and consider a function φ :
Such a function φ can be chosen piecewise C 2 so that its derivatives φ (k) satisfy for
We define for the weight function Φ(x) = φ(|x|) the moment function
First we present a particularly simple argument for radial solutions. For the evolution of H we have the differential inequality
In the last inequality we have used the bound
which is valid since ∆Φ(x) ≥ C(δ) > 0 for 
into the sum of integrals with the integration domains { The integrals J 1 , J 2 will be estimated rather crudely. Let us begin with J 1 :
u(x, t) dx, since for small δ ∈ (0, 1] and A ≥ 4, |y| ≥ A, |x| ≤ 2δ ≤ 2, the relation |x − y| ≥ holds. This leads to the estimate
δ. To exploit some cancellations following from the symmetry assumption (1.8) we decompose J 0 further into the integrals J 01 and J 02 over
where Γ y = x :
is the sector determined by the direction of y.
Obviously, we have x ∈ Γ y ⇔ y ∈ Γ x . Denote by S the support of µ(x) + µ(y). For the first integral we have
u(x, t)u(y, t) dx dy
For the estimate of the integral J 02 , note that the weight function satisfies
and obviously
Putting together those inequalities, we arrive at
Moreover, if x / ∈ Γ y , |x|, |y| ≥ u(x, t)u(y, t) dx dy
u(x, t)u(y, t) dx dy.
Observe that by symmetry, for
Applying this, we estimate each summand by:
, the entire sum is bounded from above by the application of an analogue of (3.16) with µ replaced by µ
Similar considerations apply to the part containing ν. Together with (3.16) this leads to the differential inequality Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume for contradiction that |x|≤Rj u(x, t j ) dx ≥ 8π + ε for some sequence t j ր T b and a positive ε > 0. Then, for sufficiently large constant L depending only on M and ε, we have ψ LRj (x)u(x, t j ) dx ≥ 8π + ε 2 . To simplify the notation, we will denote from now on the radii LR j again by R j .
We define also a sequence S j < R j such that w Sj (t j ) = 8π + ε 4 , while w Rj (t j ) ≥ 8π+ ε 2 . Observe, that the rescaled function u j (x, t) = S 2 j u(S j x, t j +S 2 j t) is a solution of the system (1.1)-(1.2) with the same mass M . Moreover, the initial condition
Hence the solution u j (x, t) cannot be classical after (by the definition, it means that this blows up not later than) T w , where T w = T w (M, ε) can be chosen independently of j. Denote by T b (j) ≤ T w (M, ε) the blowup time of the solution u j (x, t).
By the definition of S j and R j and (2.2), we have w Rj (t j ) − w Sj (t j ) ≥ ε 8 .
Passing to the rescaled solution u j (x, t), we obtain {|x|≤1} ψ 1 (x) − ψ R j S j (x) u j (x, 0) dx ≥ ε 8 .
Since we have ψ 1 (x) − ψ R j S j (x) ≤ C|x| 2 , C > 0, we have for an appropriate choice of the constant δ = δ(M, ε), which is still independent of j, u(x, T b ) dx ≥ γ ε 8 .
So, if we choose R j+1 such that 3R j+1 ≤ 1 2 δS j , we infer that u(x, T b ) accumulates infinite mass since masses estimated in (3.17) (each bounded by a positive number from below) are distributed over disjoint annuli { 1 2 δS j ≤ |x| ≤ 2S j + R j }; a contradiction. 
